Do you have a passion for basketball and a flair for leadership?

Oxford University is on the hunt for a dynamic Head Coach to lead our basketball team into a new era of success!

What We’re Looking For:
- Proven track record in basketball coaching at a high level.
- Ability to nurture and inspire talent, fostering both team spirit and individual excellence.
- Exceptional strategic acumen and in-game decision-making skills.
- Dedication to the personal and athletic development of our players.

Why Join Us?
- Be a part of the rich legacy and tradition of Oxford sports.
- Access to top-notch facilities and an enthusiastic, talented roster.
- Opportunity to engage in the vibrant Oxford community, filled with academically driven and athletically passionate individuals.

Make history with the Oxford University Basketball Team. Apply now!

For more details and application process, contact Thomas.bentley@gtc.ox.ac.uk